
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
WORLD ENERGY
A Twentieth-Century Perspective

by John G. Clark

Clark provides an historical context for current events

by investigating the complex role of energy in the

world economy during this century. "This study is must

reading."—Dolores Greenberg

417 pp., 57 tables, 9 maps, $39.95 cloth,

$14.95 paper

GEORGE BALL, VIETNAM, AND THE
RETHINKING OF CONTAINMENT
by David L. DiLeo
Foreword by Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.

George Ball was the only presidential adviser who

systematically opposed American military intervention

in Southeast Asia. DiLeo profiles the impact of Ball's

dissent on the Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon admin-

istrations.

approx. 300 pp., 9 illus., $37.50 cloth, $1 2.95 paper

available at

bookstores or from

THE
UNIVERSITY

OF NORTH
CAROLINA

PRESS
Post Office Box 2288

Chapel Hill, NC

27515-2288

THE UNITED STATES, GREAT BRITAIN,
AND EGYPT, 1 9 4 5 - 1 9 5 6
Strategy and Diplomacy in the Early Cold War

by Peter L. Hahn

Hahn explores the triangular relationship between the

United States, Great Britain, and Egypt in order to

analyze the justifications and implications of Ameri-

can policy in the Middle East and within the context

of a broader Cold War strategy.

approx. 350 pp., $3750

TOLL-FREE ORDERS: 1-800-848-6224
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Politics from Penn State
American Hegemony and World Oil
The Industry, the State System, and the World Economy
Simon Bromley

". . . a major contribution to the current debates on
the nature of power in the international system. . . .
Bromley dispels two myths—the purported loss
of U. S. hegemony and the realistic conception of
states. This book, drawing on a wide reading of
social science literature, will be a must for
students of international relations and of interna-
tional political economy."— Fred Halliday
With a postscript written after Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait in August 1990
324 pages $39.50

State Theory
Putting the Capitalist State in Its Place
Bob Jessop

"This book makes a very substantial contribution to the literature on the state.. . .
a magisterial tour through the development of state theory in the 1970s and 1980s,
engaging virtually every significant current of theoretical work on the state in the
period: Marxist structuralism, German state-derivation approaches, the French
regulation school, discourse theories, statist analyses." — Erik Olin Wright
425 pages cloth $45.00 paper $14.95

State Failure
The Impotence of Politics in Industrial Society
Martin Janicke Translated by Alan Braley

". . . provocative, well-argued, and likely to make a big impact on debates in the areas
of theories of the state, comparative political economy, innovation, alternative poli-
tics, and environmental policy. At a time when Americans are realizing that simply
deregulating everything may produce a large amount of dysfunction, State Failure
offers a welcome corrective to lack of discourse in this area." — Christopher S. Allen

182 pages $29.95
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The Central Intelligence Agency
An Instrument of Government, to 1950
Arthur B. Darling, with Introductions by

Bruce D. Berkowitz and Allan E. Goodman

Written by the CIA's first historian, this is the first document that was released under
the Agency's Historical Review Program, in November 1989. "This account of the
Agency's establishment and early years should become a basic document in studies
of U.S. government organization and power struggles of the late 1940s."
— Publishers Weekly

600 pages cloth $60.00 paper $17.50

Now in paperback, with a new preface by the author...

Undeclared War
Twilight Zone of Constitutional Power
Edward Keynes

"A fresh examination of the 200-year-old question of presidential and congressional
powers in military action and foreign policy, looking particularly at the accretion of
power in the hands of the President and the degree to which the judicial branch has
attempted, or should attempt, to make decisions in the twilight zone. It is a searching
inquiry, ranging from the early years of the republic to the Vietnam War."
— Foreign Affairs

" . . . clearly written, conceptually tight, and a worthy addition to constitutional
literature." —American Political Science Review

". . . well written and interesting. The summary of the litigation sparked by the war in
Vietnam is valuable." — Judge Abraham D. Sofaer, American Historical Review

252 pages $12.50

Penn State Press
Barbara Building, Suite C, 820 North University Drive
University Park, PA 16802 (814)865-1327
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A
Democratic
South Africa?
Constitutional Engineering in a
Divided Society
DONALD L. HOROWITZ
"A masterful analysis of the current
situation in South Africa, but, far more
important, it makes direct suggestions
that might well shape the outcome of
discussions in South Africa regarding
the country's future."

— Leroy Vail, Harvard University
Perspectives on Southern Africa $24.95

African Successes
Four Public Managers of Kenyan Rural
Development
DAVID K. LEONARD
What accounts for Kenya's develop-
mental successes? In this innovative
study, Leonard illustrates the way pub-
lic policy is made and implemented in
Kenya by focusing on public officials
who have had a great impact on rural
development.
$55.00 cloth, $18.95 paper

Japan's
Administrative Elite
B. C. KOH
New in paper—"An impartial and ex-
haustive analysis of the workings of
the upper echelons of the Japanese civil
service. . . . Many commonly held
misconceptions about the Japanese
systems are implicitly disproved."

—Millennium
$12.95 paper

^ The
Palestinian

Uprising
A War By Other Means

F. ROBERT HUNTER
Hunter provides a compelling account
of the Intifada's first two years. He
brings the Intifada to life, conveying
the aspirations, motives, viewpoints,
and experiences of the people who ac-
tually created this revolt.
$24.95

The Monument
Art, Vulgarity, & Responsibility in Iraq
SAMIR AL-KHALIL
Can art be used to make dictators cred-
ible? Must we condemn works, no
matter how exquisite, that have been
produced by repressive regimes? Here,
al-Khalil, an Iraqi expatriate, tackles
these questions by focusing on the
Victory Arch in Baghdad, a vast archi-
tectural monument commemorating
President Saddam Hussein's "victory"
over Iran in the eight-year Gulf War.
$35.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

Shoshaman
A Tale of Corporate Japan
ARAI SHINYA
Translated by Chieko Mulhern
Shoshaman takes us inside the world
of Japan Inc. to explore the daily lives of
the people who inhabit it. Written by
a senior executive in a major sogo
shosha, this absorbing novel reveals
the strategies required to win the race
to the top. Voices from Asia
$30.00 cloth, $12.95 paper

At bookstores or order toll-free 1-800-822-6657. Visa & MasterCard only.
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Cocaine
Politics
Drugs, Armies, and the
CIA in Central America
PETER DALE SCOTT and
JONATHAN MARSHALL
The authors show the extent to which
Contra support and other U.S. covert
operations in Central America have
fostered and sustained relations with
corrupt and criminal elements who
have relied on their U.S. governmental
connections to protect smuggling ac-
tivities in the United States.
$24.95

Panama at the
Crossroads
Economic Development and Political
Change in the Twentieth Century
ANDREW ZIMBALIST and JOHN WEEKS
The authors demonstrate that the cri-
sis sweeping Panama in the late 1980s
was not caused by one man, but in fact
derived from the history of U.S. domi-
nation and the nature of Panamanian
society itself.
$40.00 cloth, $13.95 paper

Controlling
C

g
Corruption
ROBERT KLITGAARD
New in paper, with a new preface—
"Worthwhile, both for its insights into
anticorruption policies and for the aca-
demic debate about more general ques-
tions that it will certainly create."
—American Political Science Review
$12.95 paper

Steeltown,
USSR

Soviet Society in the
Gorbachev Era

STEPHEN KOTKIN
"Kotkin catches the flavor and the
reality of the terrible downhill slide
that brought Stalin's and Lenin's state
to the collapse of 1990. For a close-up,
wide-eyed, unstuff y look inside Russia,
this book can't be beat."

—Harrison E. Salisbury
$24.95

Revised and Expanded

The Gorbachev
Phenomenon
A Historical Interpretation
MOSHE LEWIN
From reviews of the first edition:
"Makes the Gorbachev phenomenon
far less extraordinary an event, by re-
placing it within the continuum of
historical trends."

—Times Literary Supplement
$22.50 cloth, $10.95 paper

When Knowledge
Is Power
Three Models of Change in
International Organizations
ERNST B. HAAS
New in paper—Haas delineates the
conditions under which organizations
change their methods for defining
problems.
Studies in International Political
Economy $13.95 paper

University of California Press Berkeley 94720
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HARVARD

REVOLUTIONS
Reflections on American Equality and Foreign Liberations

David Brion Davis
"[Davis] focuses on the special role played by the issue of equality in determin-
ing American responses to revolution abroad. One of our leading historians,
Davis comes especially equipped to his task...He brings to his efforts great
learnedness and a graceful style." —Mark Feeney, Boston Globe
The William E. Massey, Sr., Lectures in the History of American Civilization
$19.95 cloth

ON THE LAW OF NATIONS
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
"An elegant and persuasive history-cum-argument about international law...[It]
is not only a forceful elucidation of the subject; it is a cri de tete of a man who
often sees things more accurately than others."

—Roger Rosenblatt, New York Times Book Review
$22.50 cloth

THE FUTURE OF THE JEWS
David Vital
In this passionate and challenging book, a distinguished historian of Zionism
argues that the world of Jewry is coming apart, that the old reality of Jewish
nationhood lies shattered, that Israel is increasingly isolated, fated to go its
separate way apart from Jewish communities in the Diaspora— most especially
the Jewish community in the United States.
$18.95 cloth

POLITICS AND WAR
European Conflict from Philip II to Hitler

David Kaiser
In this bold and sweeping work, David Kaiser looks at four hundred years of
modern European history to find the political causes of general war. In four
distinct periods (1559-1659, 1661-1713, 1792-1815, 1914-1945) he shows how
war became a natural function of politics, a logical consequence of contempo-
rary political behavior.
$29.95 cloth
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HARVARD

CHINA'S CRISIS,
CHINA'S HOPE
Liu Binyan
Foreword by Merle Goldman
Liu Binyan, China's preeminent intellectual, a
renowned writer and journalist, offers a com-
pelling portrait of his native country. Having
endured decades of hard labor and eventually
expulsion from the Communist Party (at which
point he was allowed to travel to America), Liu
is in a unique position to provide insight into the
complex economic, political, and social issues that led to the Tiananmen
Square uprising in spring 1989.
$22.50 cloth

SADAT AND AFTER
Struggles for Egypt's Political Soul

Raymond William Baker
In this compelling study, Raymond Baker recreates the public worlds of eight
groups on the periphery of Egyptian politics that have sustained themselves
despite official efforts at containment Taken together, these alternative groups
reveal that Egyptians are more than the objects of diverse external pressures
and more than the sufferers of a host of internal problems. In examining
Egypt from the margins rather than from the center, Baker proposes a new
direction for Third World political studies.
$35.00 cloth

CONTROLLING THE SWORD
The Democratic Governance of National Security

Bruce Russett
One of our nation's leading interpreters of national security policymaking
shows how public opinion, operating in democratic political systems, shapes
and constrains decisions about national security. Russett maintains that elected
leaders, and their supporters and rivals, must realize that foreign policy and
security policy are largely determined by domestic politics.
$22.50 cloth

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA 02138

(617)495-2480
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Cambridge University Press-
Moscow and the Middle East
Soviet Policy Since the Invasion of
Afghanistan
Robert O. Freedman
In this important work, Professor Freedman
provides an exhaustive account of Soviet policy
in the Middle East from the invasion of
Afghanistan in December 1979 to their
withdrawal nearly ten years later. Following an
introductory chapter that overviews the period
from World War II to the invasion, the author
examines policy outcomes in a broadly
chronological approach. Specific attention is
paid to Soviet policy toward the Iran-Iraq war,
the Arab-Israeli conflict and intra-Arab policies.
35184-7 Hardcover $59.50
35976-7 Paper $16.95

Bureaucracy, Economy, and
Leadership in China
The Institutional Origins
of the Great Leap Forward
David Bachman
"Bachman's arguments, supported by superb
and exhaustive research in available Chinese-
language and Western source materials, are
strong and seldom overstated... This is a work of
innovative scholarship of high quality on issues
of central concern to the study of contemporary
China."

— William Kirby, Washington University
In this book David Bachman examines the ori-
gins of the Great Leap Forward (GLF), a program
of economic reform that must be considered one
of the great tragedies of Communist China,
estimated to have caused the death of between 14
and 28 million Chinese. Bachman proposes a
provocative reinterpretation of the origins of the
GLF that stresses the role ofthe bureaucracy.
40275-1 Hardcover about $42.50

Reform Without
Liberalization
China's National People's Congress
and the Politics of Institutional
Change
Kevin J. O'Brien
Since its founding in 1954, the National People's
Congress of China (NPC) has followed a difficult
course of development, a course which has been
characterized by periods of limited progress
intermingled with periods of stagnation and
regression. In this first detailed study of the
NPC, Kevin O'Brien examines how the NPC has
changed from its founding under Mao through
the regime of Deng Xiaoping.
38086-3 Hardcover $42.50

Democracy and Discontent
India's Growing Crisis of
Governability
AtulKohli
"The implications of Kohli's insightful analysis
of the political dilemmas of development in the
world's largest democracy extend well beyond
the borders of India. This book is essential
reading for anyone trying to understand state-
society relations in the Third World."
—Peter Evans, University of California, Berkeley
In this book, Atul Kohli analyzes political
change in India from the late 1960s to the late
1980s. Based on research conducted at the local,
state and national level, the author analyzes the
changing patterns of authority in and between
the center and periphery.
39161-X Hardcover about $59.50
39692-1 Paper about $16.95

Now in paperback...

The Politics of India Since
Independence
Paul Brass
' 'The Politics of India... surveys modern Indian
political institutions and political life, and the
interactions between these two. Such an
investigation may seem overly ambitious, but
Brass has masterfully integrated the multitude of
details into a smooth narrative. The result is an
excellent volume that illuminates the nature of
Indian politics for both scholar and layman."
—Ashley J. Tellis in Orbis
The New Cambridge History of India IV: 1
39651-4 Paper $14.95

Asia Before Europe
Economy and Civilisation of the
Indian Ocean from the Rise of Islam
to 1750
K. N. Chaudhuri
This book explores the dynamic interaction
between economic life, society and civilization in
the regions around and beyond the Indian Ocean
during the period from the rise of Islam to 1750.
Within a distinctive theory of comparative
history, Professor Chaudhuri analyzes how the
identity of different Asian civilizations was
established.
30400-8 Hardcover $69.50
31681-2 Paper $19.95

Available in bookstores or write:

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011.
Call toll-free 800-872-7423.
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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NOW IN PAPERBACK
"Tells the story of yesterday's Germans
who made today... a story Americans

must linderstand."-San Diego Union

THE AILING
EMPIRE

QERMANY
FROM BISMARCK TO HITLER

SEBASTIAN HAFFNER
WITH A NEW AFTERWORD

Translated by Jean Steinberg. In this cogent analysis of the rise and fall of
the German empire, the renowned author of The Meaning of Hitler pro-
vides fascinating insights into a crucial period of Germany's history. "An
intriguing combination of history, essay, and memoir, this is a highly read-
able analysis of German history over the last century.... Provocative....
Entertaining."—Library Journal

"Few others [than Haffner] have had such a consistently sharp eye for the
essential, or for making what is often familiar material yield far from
common insights."— German Studies Review

"Illuminating."—Publishers Weekly
$9.95 trade paperback

FROMM INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Distributed by National Book Network, Lanham, Maryland
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iVEir J'OK 1.9.91 i'ROM SIMOX &• SCHUSTER'S
ACJUJEMIC REtwuixci] mvisiox

THE DICTIONARY OF WORLD POLITICS
A Reference Guide to Concepts, Ideas
and Institutions
Editors: Graham Evans and Jeffrey Newnham
"This dictionary is right up to date...An essential purchase for most
libraries,.**—Library Journal
In an easy-to-use A-to-Z format, THE DICTIONARY OF WORLD
POLITICS includes more than 600 entries that provide up-to-date
information on the essentials to understanding contemporary world
politics. Unlike traditional approaches to politics, which stress the
relations among nations, THE DICTIONARY OF WORLD POLITICS
emphasizes a global viewpoint toward today's world.
This one-volume text is cross-referenced to assure easy access to
information, and a complete bibliography is provided for further
reading. THE DICTIONARY OF WORLD POLITICS is a valuable
resource!
460 pages -7x10' ISBN 0-13-210527-6 • Price: $55

ATLAS OF THE WORLD ECONOMY
Michael Freeman
Consulting Editor: Derek Aldcroft
More than an atlas in the conventional sense of the term, this text
is heavily illustrated with 250 maps, tables, charts and graphs.
184 pages • ISBN 0-13-050741 -5
Publication price: $40; Pre-publication price: $35

THE DICTIONARY OF CONTEMPORARY
POLITICS OF CENTRAL AMERICA AND
THE CARIBBEAN
Editors: Phil Gunson, Greg Chamberlain, Andrew Thompson
Written by a team of international experts, this up-to-date reference
guide provides an A-to-Z look at the people, organizations, and events
that make up the politics of this complex region.
412 pages • ISBN 0-13-213372-5
Publication price: $45; Pre-publication price: $35

Prices subject to change.

S I M O N & S C H U S T E R
Academic Reference Division
15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023
Questions? Call Claire Schoen (212) 373-7350
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Crane Russak
a Member of Taylor & Francis Group

Superpowers in Economic Decline
Richard Cohen, Washington/World Analysts and

Peter A. Wilson, The RAND Corporation

"...a thought-provoking combination of economics and defense."
—Foreign Affairs

This book evaluates what future policy adjustments the US will have to
make in order to successfully navigate through a national security environ-
ment radically altered from that of the past. Among topics discussed are the
response of the Soviet Union to the challenge of economic and related
social/political decline and the magnitude of resource stress it is likely to
face in the future and its probable impact on the US national defense effort.

1990 • 350 pages
0-8448-1624-8 Hardcover $49.50 • 0-8448-1625-6 Softcover $27.00

The Strategic Nuclear Balance: Volume I:
And Why It Matters

Peter V. Pry, CIA, Office of Soviet Analysis

This book explains, examines and critiques the various quantitative and
qualitative ways of comparing US and Soviet strategic nuclear capabilities. In
analyzing these methods, the author uses helpful current and projected
data. Suggested are ways to use this data more thoroughly and accurately
than is common in strategic balance assessments. The result is a comprehen-
sive analysis and of the strategic nuclear balance.

1990 • 360 pages
0-8448-1642-6 Hardcover $49.50 • 0-8448-1643-4 Softcover $29.50

Strategic Nuclear Balance: Nuclear Wars:
Exchanges and Outcomes: Volume II

Peter V. Pry

Exchange models, a form of dynamic analysis that simulates possible
nuclear wars between the US and Soviet Union, are used to examine the
strategic nuclear balance. Among topics discussed are how to calculate, for
several nuclear war scenarios, the survivability of US bombers, submarines
and ICBMs. Also discussed is the effectiveness of US retaliation against Soviet
strategic assets and the post-exchange correlation of forces and what this
may imply for outcomes of war.

1990 • 350 pages
0-8448-1644-2 Hardcover $56.00 • 0-8448-1645-0 Softcover $39.50

To Order, Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-21-8312
Or Write to Crane Russak, c/o Taylor & Francis.

1900 Frost Road, Suite 101, Bristol, PA 19007-1598
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Governing from the Center
Politics and Policy-Making
in the Netherlands
Ken Gladdish
Combining an examination of the
evolution of the Dutch polity with a
survey of current politics, Ken Gladdish
includes in his analysis the most recent
general election held in September
1989.

"Very solid, comprehensive, sensibly
organized, written in a clear and
straightforward style. . . . Gladdish
clearly knows Dutch politics very well
indeed, and he writes with justified
authority."—Arend Lijphart
191 pages $30.00 cloth

Paul Leroy-Beaulieu and
Established Liberalism
in France
Dan Warshaw
As economist, journalist, company
director, and politician, Leroy-Beaulieu
represents more than any of his
contemporaries the French upper bour-
geoisie and the established school of
liberalism. In this detailed analysis,
Warshaw explores Leroy-Beaulieu's
imperialist thought and brings to the
surface new insights into the origins and
nature of liberal imperialism.
Approx. 300 pages $30.00 cloth
June

New in Politics
and

History
Trygve Lie and the Cold War
The UN Secretary-General Pursues
Peace, 1946-1953
James Barros
"Barros approaches the man and his
times in a thoroughly balanced and
scholarly manner in this most impres-
sive book."—Foreign Affairs

Drawing from rare sources, the
author examines the role of the newly
formed UN, under Lie's direction, in
moderating post-World War II conflicts
in such settings as Spain, Greece, Israel,
Iran, and Berlin.
444 pages $37.00 cloth

The Great Reforms
Autocracy, Bureaucracy, and the
Politics of Change in Imperial Russia
W. Bruce Lincoln
Lincoln examines the origins and the
significance of the Great Reforms and
evaluates the results of the reforms in
the context of Russia's experience
between the Crimean War and the
Revolution of 1905. His analysis of the
history of reform offers startling insights
into the nature of glasnost and
perestroika today.
296 pages $29.00 cloth
$12.00 paper

Northern Illinois University Press

ffnDeKalb, Illinois 60115-2854
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RIENNER
2nd edition, fully revised

Global Politics in the
Human Interest
MELGURTOV
"A much needed alternative to the usual
treatment of world politics."—Interna-
tional Journal of Comparative Sociology
Completely updated to take account of
the dramatic developments in world
politics and the world economy since
1988- 1991 • pb/$16.95

The New International
Political Economy
edited by CRAIG N. MURPHY and
ROGER TOOZE
1991 -hc/$30-pb/$ 15.95

2nd edition, fully revised

The World Since 1945
WAYNE C. McWILLIAMS and
HARRY PIOTROWSKI
"A well-organized, lucidly written nar-
rative. . . . Clearly conceived, written
with verve and moral commitment."—
World History Bulletin • 1990 • pb/$18.95

The Insecurity Dilemma
National Security of
Third World States
edited by BRIAN L. JOB
Explores the "insecurity dilemma," in
which national security in the Third
World, defined as regime security by
state authorities, becomes pitted against
the incompatible demands of ethnic,
social, and religious forces • 1991 • hc/$30

Alternative to Intervention
A New U.S.-Latin America
Security Relationship
edited by RICHARD J. BLOOMFIELD
and GREGORY F. TREVERTON
"A fresh, serious, and thoughtful look
at important inter-American security
issues, examined from both U.S. and
Latin American perspectives."—Jack
Child- 1990-hc/$26.50

The Politics of
International Law
U.S. Foreign Policy Reconsidered
DAVID P. FORSYTHE, with a
foreword by RICHARD FALK and a
postscript by FRANCIS A. BOYLE
Demonstrates how international law
really functions in U.S. foreign
policymaking • 1990 • hc/$34 • pb/$15.95

Contending Sovereignties
Redefining Political Community
edited by R.B.J. WALKER and
SAUL H. MENDLOVITZ
Explores contemporary attempts to
come to terms with the principle of state
sovereignty in relation to growing con-
cern that it offers an inadequate response
to the most fundamental questions of
political life • 1990 • hc/$28

An Ethic of Responsibility
in International Relations
DANIEL WARNER
"A well-argued little book that critically
examines some of the most ingrained
traditional wisdoms inhibiting the dis-
cussion of ethics in international
relations. . . . likely to become a
standard work that will inform the
debate over the next years."—Friedrich
Kratochwil • 1991 • hc/$30

Lynne Rienner Publishers.
1800 30th Street • Boulder, Colorado 80301 • (303) 444-6684
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MOSCOW,
GERMANY, AND
THE WEST FROM
KHRUSHCHEV TO
GORBACHEV
MICHAELJ. SODARO. "A timely and
important book. Sodaro casts the issue in an
enlightening and well-grounded perspec-
tive."—Zblgniew Bfieanski, Center for
Strategic & International Studies, Washing-
ton, D.C.

"The essential account of recent Soviet-
German relations, brought up to date with
German unification. Must reading for all
serious students of these drastic European
developments."—William E. Griffith, Ford
Professor of Political Science, Emeritus,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
$49.95 doth, J15.95 paper

WHY NATIONS
COOPERATE
Circumstance and Choice in
International Relations
ARTHUR A. STEIN. Stein argues thai a
nation's choice of cooperation or conflict is
constrained not only by the nature of the
international system but also by specific
circumstances and by the criteria for policy
choices.

"A challenging, serious, and complex book,
Why Nations Cooperate is a substantial
contribution to the development of
international relations theory and prac-
tice."—Edward A. Kotodziej, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. $29.95

124 Roberts Place • Ithaca, NY 14850

MARCOS AGAINS1
THE CHURCH
Economic Development and i
Repression in the Philippines
ROBERT L. YOUNGBLOOD. In this
authoritative account of the role of the
Catholic Church in the recent history of tht •
Philippines, Youngblood traces the political
engagement of the Church over the twenty
years between Marcos' election and his
ouster from power in 1986. $26.95

THE LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND
THE EAST
GERMAN STATE
Political Conflict and Change under
Ulbricht and Honecker
ROBERT F. COECKEL. Goeckel here explains
why, despite the ideological antagonism
between Marxism-Leninism and Christianity,
a working relationship developed between
East Germany's Communist rulers and the
country's major reiigious denomination, the
Evangelical Lutheran Church. $39.95

FILIPINO POLITICS
Development and Decay
DAVID WURFEL New in Paper! Filipino
Politics provides both a detailed history of
the cycles of strengthening and decay which
characterize Filipino political history and an
up-to-date analysis of conditions that
threaten to undermine the institutions of
popular government. "Combining close
observation with an exhaustive survey of
available documentation, David Wurfel has
produced a masterful study."—Journal of
Asian Studies. Politics and International
Relations of Southeast Asia. $12.95

Cornell University Press
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TWO IMPORTANT REFERENCE
WORKS ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

THE
SEVEN.POWER
SUMMIT

Documents from
the Summits of
Industrialized Countries
1975-1989

Compiled and
Edited by

PETER I. HAJNAL

THE SEVEN-POWER
SUMMIT
Documents from the Summits of
Industrialized Countries, 1975-1989

Compiled and edited by Peter I. Hajnal

The Seven-Power Summit collects all avail-
able materials from the Economic Summits
of the seven major industrialized nations.
Included here are the political and eco-
nomic declarations, formal communiques,
chairmen's summaries, and press releases
or briefings. This important work also con-
tains a scholarly, analytical introduction
by John J. Kirton, a recognized authority in
the field of summit diplomacy. A full
index, list of acronyms, and bibliography
are included. Now includes a Supplement
with the 1990 Houston Summit.

1990 491 pp. ISBN 0-527-37319-2
cloth $42.00

A diplomatic milestone
of OUT time—

t!AMBODIA
THE
1989 PARIS
PEACE
CONFERENCE

> afttmiitt.

CAMBODIA—
THE 1989 PARIS PEACE
CONFERENCE
Background Analysis and Docu-
ments
Edited by Amitav Acharya, Pierre Lizee, and
Sorpong Peou

Centre for International and
Strategic Studies York University, Toronto

For the first time, all the documents from
the 1989 Paris Conference—considered by
many to be a diplomatic milestone—are
available with detailed analysis. This new
reference provides background on the con-
ference, discusses the international
response to the Vietnamese invasion,
describes the negotiating roles of the Unit-
ed States and the United Nations, and pre-
sents the full Conference documents. Also
includes the text from the 1990 Jakarta
Conference and discussion of more recent
developments.

1990 500 pp. (est.)

Kraus International Publications
A Division of The Kraus Organization Limited

Dept. C, Route 100, Millwood, New York 10546 (914) 762-2200 -
FAX (914) 762-1195 • Telex 6818112KRKP

ISBN 0-527-03457-6
cloth $50.00

(800) 223-8323
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The latest Titles On World Affairs
in the Anvil Series _ _ ^ _

THE HOLOCAUST YEARS:
The Nazi Destruction Of European Jewry, 1933-1945

by Nora Levin
Orig. Ed. 1990 384 pp. Ppb. $14.50

ISBN 0-89464-233-5

THE UNITED STATES AND PUERTO RICO:
The Struggle For Equality

by Ronald I. Perusse
Orig. Ed. 1990 188 pp. Ppb. 10.50

ISBN 0-89464-396-7

When ordering, please add $2.50 for first book, $1.00 each additional to cover shipping charges.

, KRIEGER PUBLISHING COMPANY
%J> P.O. Box 9542 • Melbourne, Florida 32902-9542

(407)724-9542 • Direct Order line (407)727-7270
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MEMO 2: Soviets Examine Foreign
Policy for a New Decade

T" eading Soviet commentators
J^Jdiscuss the U.S.S.R.'s place in a
changing world in this collection of 15
recent articles from MEMO, journal of
the Academy of Sciences' Institute of
World Economy and International
Relations.
334 pp. Softcover
ISBN0-87179-681-3
Order Code: 0681
$22.95 + $3.00 S&H

Orders call TOLL-FREE 1-800-372-1033
BNA Books, a Division of
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., Washington, D.C.
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BOOKS FOR A CHANGING WORLD
New Thinking
& Old Realities
America, Europe,

and Russia
Michael T. Clark and

Simon Serjaty,
, Editors

224 pages, $24.95 (cloth),
$13.95 (paper)

With the radical transformations in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union, seven
scholars examine the new world of global
politics that is emerging from the ruins of
the Cold War. What kind of order will
replace the old and how new will that order
really be? And what role can and should the
United States play in it?

e Invisible
Threads
Independent
Soviets Working for^
Global Awareness
and Social
Transformation
Gale Warner
256 pages, $13.95 (paper)

Pre-glasnost and pre-perestroika, Soviet
citizens were working behind the scenes
laying foundations that have enabled
dramatic social and political change to take
place in the Soviet Union. Warner gives us
a rare account on how these ordinary
citizens took extraordinary risks to change

Soviet international policy.

'king for .
ireness ['

tion j

Professors: Call or write for an exam copy.
For faster service on charge orders, call TOLL FREE 1 -800-537-9359 .

SEVEN LOCKS PRESS • P.O. Box 27. Cabin John, MD 20818
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Comparative
y*r^* PoliticsEditor-in-Chief: Dankwart A. Rustow
(City University of New York)

Comparative Politics is an international journal containing ar-
ticles devoted to comparative analysis of political institutions
and behavior. Articles range from political patterns of emerging
nations to contrasts in the structure of established societies.
Comparative Politics communicates new ideas and research
findings to social scientists, scholars, and students. The journal
is indispensable to experts in research organizations, foun-
dations, consulates, and embassies throughout the world.

1991 issues to include:
Hector E. Schamis, "Reconceptualizing Latin American Au-
thoritarianism in the 1970s: From Bureaucratic-Authoritarianism to
Neoconservatism" . . . Theodore P. Wright, Jr., "Center-Periphery
Relations and Ethnic Conflicts in Pakistan: Sindhis, Muhajirs, and
Punjabis" . . . Anthony W. Marx, "Race, Nation, and Class Based
Ideologies of Recent Opposition in South Africa" . . . Peter Swenson,
"Labor and the Limits of the Welfare State: The Politics of Intraclass
Conflicts and Cross-Class Alliances in Sweden and West Germany"
. . . fames P. McGregor, "Value Structures in a Developed Socialist
System: The Case of Czechoslovakia" . . . Kevin J. Middlebrook, "The
Politics of Industrial Restructuring: Transnational Firms' Search for
Flexible Production in the Mexican Automobile Industry" . . . John
B. Goodman, "The Politics of Central Bank Independence"

Published quarterly.
Subscription rates: Individuals $28/1 yr., $52/2 yrs., $72/3 yrs.; Institutions
$45/1 yr., $83/2 yrs., $116/3 yrs.; Students $12/1 yr.; Outside the U.S.A.
add $6/1 yr., $11/2 yrs., $16/3 yrs.; Airmail add $16/yr.; Single copies
$8.50/individuals, $13 institutions.
ISSN 0010-4159.

Please address Comparative Politics
inquiries and orders to: Subscription Fulfillment Office

49 Sheridan Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
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A L T E R N A T I V E S

An Invaluable
Resource...

AlternativesAs a leading forum for
both critical and spec-

ulative ideas about emer-
ging forms of world politics,
Alternatives encourages a
wide range of perspectives.
Its contributors challenge
the ethnocentrism of mod-
ern social and political
analysis, and thus seek to
highlight the diverse exper-
iences of peoples in a world
of increasingly complex
connections and exclusions;
these diverse experiences are explored also vis-a-vis
the possible emergence of a humane global polity.

1991 (Vol. 16) subscription rates are:
$28.00 for individuals • $60.00 for institutions

Colorado residents please add 3% sales tax. For subscriptions
outside the U.S. and Canada, please add $6.00 for surface mail
or $12.00 for air mail.

Lynne Rienner Publishers
303-444-6684

1800 30th St., Suite 314 • Boulder, CO 80301-1032

O R D E R N O W !
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HARVARD INTERNATTONAL

REVIEW
International
Insight, From the Insiders.

Each issue of the Harvard International Review offers the insights of true
insiders—top-level leaders and experts—focused on a topic of vital inter-
national import, as well as timely and thoughtful department pieces on
subjects ranging across the breadth of international relations.

"The Harvard International Review
consistently publishes... the insights
of insiders who so often influence
the formulation of foreign policy."
Representative Dante Fascell
Chair, Committee on Foreign Affairs

"Outstanding quality...for my staff
and myself, most exciting reading
and an extremely valuable source of
information."
Wilfried Martens
Prime Minister of Belgium

Recent Contributors Include:

Giulio Andreotti
Jimmy Carter
Willy de Clercq
Javier Perez de Cuellar

Jacques Delors
Helmut Kohl

Geoffrey Howe
Wilfried Martens

Robert McNamara
Thomas Pickering

Yitzhak Rabin
Edwin Reischauer

Jeffrey Sachs
George Shultz

Lech Walesa
Caspar Weinberger

Subscribe to the Harvard International Review today.
The Review is published quarterly. Rates are as follows:

Individuals:
Institutions:

One Year—$12
One Year—$24

Two Years—$22
Two Years—$44

Three Years—$30
Three Years—$60

Foreign subscribers, please add $ 10 for each year of Name:
subscription. Send a check drawn against a US bank to: Add,-^

Harvard International Review
P.O. Box 401 • Cambridge, MA 02238 C"y:—
(617)495-9607 FAX: (617)495-0500

State: ZIP:

Payment enclosed _ Bill me
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SAIS
REVIEW
A Journal of International Affairs

Volume 11, Number 1

THE CHALLENGES OF U.S. FOREIGN AID
Mark O. Hatfield and Matthew McHugh

U.S. POST-COLD WAR DIPLOMACY
Michael Brenner

WESTERN DEMOCRACIES AT THE CROSSROADS
Jahangir Amuzegar

GORBACHEV'S REVOLUTION
Stanley Kober

REGIONALISM AND THE GATT
Sidney Weintraub

NEGOTIATING THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONFLICT
I. William Zartman

EASTERN EUROPE IN SEARCH OF SECURITY
Andrew A. Michta

Subscription Rates

Institutions/Libraries Students
D one year $28 D one year $12
D two years. $44 • two years $21
D three years. $60 • three years ..$28

Individuals Overseas subscribers add:
D one year $14 • surface mail $3.50/yr.
D two years. $27 D air maiL $14/yr.
• three years. $34

Please make checks payable to the SAIS Review, and mail to:
SAIS Review

Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies
1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20036
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